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Future Facilities Requirements
• Most developments require a systems approach – sensors, electronics, DAQ, mechanics, 

cooling

• Emphasis on resolution

• HE LHC or FCC-hh
• Granularity, speed, radiation resistance, background rejection
• L= 3 x 1035 cm-2s-1

• 1018 neq cm-2

• ILC or FCC-ee
• Low mass
• Small pixels
• Mechanical precision

• Needs from other efforts – direct DM space based tracker, vertexing for high intensity flavor 
physics

• Scale: use of commercial fabrication attractive

• Capabilities to test components in real conditions

• Engineering and technical infrastructure and support
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Priority Research Directions
• PRD1: Develop high spatial resolution pixel detectors with per-pixel fast 

timing

• PRD2: Adapt new materials and fabrication/integration techniques for 
particle tracking

• PRD3: Realize scalable irreducible-mass trackers
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PRD1:Develop high spatial resolution pixel detectors 
with per-pixel fast timing 

• Two thrusts
• Lepton collider requirements: timing of the order of 10 ps; pixel pitch on the 

order of 10 microns

• Hadron collider requirements: timing resolution down to 5 (1) ps central 
(forward) is needed to reject pileup, in a high radiation environment (up to 
fluences in the order of 1018 neq/cm2)

• Low Gain Avalanche Detectors: need to increase segmentation, decrease 
dead regions, make radiation hard

• 3D detectors: need demonstrate radiation hardness

• Issue of readout electronics and system implementation
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PRD1: Develop high spatial resolution pixel detectors with per-pixel fast timing: The Energy and Intensity Frontier physics studies identified fast, high-resolution, per
pixel timing as a performance target. There are two thrusts, both requiring specific sensor and electronics developments:

1.Lepton collider requirements: timing of the order of 10 ps; pixel pitch on the order of 10 microns

2.Hadron collider requirements: timing resolution down to 1 ps is needed to achieve HL-LHC-like pileup, in a high radiation environment (up to fluences in the order of

10^18 n_eq/cm2)

In the present decade a technological innovation occurred with the introduction of high granularity ($\sim 1 {\rm mm}^2$), low gain, avalanche based, solid state timing

detectors (LGADs) and 3D silicon devices. These, which achieve timing resolution of some 10's of picoseconds, are already being applied, in the case of LGADs, to LHC

detector upgrades to suppress pileup at high luminosity. The present generation of LGADs are limited to relatively large cell size, due to inefficient collection around pad

edges, and existing readout electronics. Furthermore, large systems of either technology are yet to be designed or demonstrated. A transformative development, aimed at

future colliders, would be to achieve both high spatial and timing resolution specified, in a fine-pitch pixel geometry. Furthermore, these technologies must achieve the
required radiation resistance at future hadron colliders and must be read out by adequate front-end electronics.

A major limitation of current LGAD technology for future application in hadron colliders is radiation tolerance that is significantly affected at fluences beyond 2xE15 neq/cm2,

due to loss of gain. The 3D pixel sensor technology, that is for example used in the ATLAS IBL inner tracker layer, has been proven to be radiation hard up to 3xE16

neq/cm2. While preliminary results indicate timing performance of 30 ps in both cases, radiation resistance remains an important challenge. Specifically for applications in

very high radiation environment, fast-timing with silicon will be challenging, and transformative will be the development of capabilities of timing detectors to withstand

fluences up to 1018 neq/cm2. The R&D program will need to study radiation induced degradation of the gain layer through acceptor removal as well as interactions with bulk

damage effects. A combination of LGAD technology with a gain layer and the radiation-hard 3D silicon technology, and new admixtures of doping elements hold promise to
achieve this.

A transformative R&D program will also need to approach the study of these detectors in an integrated way as a single system, i.e. combined sensor and readout ASIC

development and specialized cooling and mechanics. This R&D program should address the different challenges arising for different applications, i.e. low and high radiation

environments. On the side of sensor development, AC-LGADs and trenches in LGADs should be pursued to remove interpad limitation and allow fine segmentation. On the

side of the readout, a major challenge needing systematic investigation is how to accommodate preamp, TDCs, and RAM in a small pixel pitch in the order of 10s um, while

maintaining power consumption not significantly greater than non-timing pixel ASICs (<1 W/cm2). This challenge can be tackled in several ways, for example with sub

65nm technology or novel ideas, e.g. 3D integrated ASIC architecture. The medium-to-long term exploration of a monolithic timing detector, that includes sensor and ASIC

in the same silicon substrate, may lead to a game-changer. By eliminating the need for interconnections between the sensors and read-out electronics, it will not only

reduce material budget, manufacturing and assembly costs, but will also improve manufacturing reliability of the assembly due to industrial scale fabrication process as well
as time resolution by reducing parasitic capacitances associated with the connections of the hybrid systems.



PRD2: Adapt new materials and fabrication/integration techniques 
for particle tracking

• Can we go beyond silicon to achieve improved performance for radiation 
hardness, mass, and material for extreme environments and operating 
conditions?

• Need to develop industrial/commercial sources and partnerships

• Thrusts
• Adapting non-silicon sensors (diamond, large-bandgap semiconductors, thin film 

materials, nano technology, 3D sensors, new emerging materials) with new industrial 
partnerships. 

• Development of readout electronics matched to new sensor characteristics, including 
new processing such as 3D-integration
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PRD2: Adapt new materials and fabrication/integration techniques for particle tracking: As noted already, the many improvements which have

occurred since the 1970's, in radiation hardened silicon sensors and readout electronics, have been significant. In some sense, however, we have

survived, not by attenuating the effects of radiation, but in spite of them. We have learned to live with them at a cost. The cost has been in power,

cooling, electronics, and ultimately mass and money. It is therefore fair to ask whether there could be a transformative development which would

change the rules entirely? For example, are there materials or configurations with which we could operate near room temperature? Similarly, sensor

mass reduction has been pursued mainly through wafer thinning. Could we integrate novel materials developed in nanotechnology or in special

commercial applications in our detector design? Examples include thin film materials, organic semiconductors, and germanium. In this regard, a

program to study and evaluate alternative materials to silicon and/or new processes or configurations could be transformative. To be scalable, it will be

necessary to develop industrial partners who can produce these new materials in sufficient quantities.

There are two thrusts:

1.Adapting non-silicon sensors (diamond, large-bandgap semiconductors, thin film materials, nanotechnology, 3D sensors, new emerging materials)

with new industrial partnerships.

2.Development of readout electronics matched to new sensor characteristics, including new processing such as 3D-integration.

While such breakthroughs, for example room temperature operation, would be transformative, the program already has significant precedent. For

example, since the 1990’s there has been an active program in diamond based sensors. In the 2000’s, the revolutionary 3D silicon sensor was

introduced. And there have been modest efforts in alternative materials, such as SiC, GaN, and BN. But the bar is set very high. Silicon sensors and

electronics are supported by one of the most highly developed technical industries ever. For a new material or process to compete with the silicon pn

diode it needs to be practical on the scale of a future tracking system. So far, diamond and 3D have been applied only to limited coverage at small
radius, and none of the exotic materials have yet found a significant niche in a physics application.

Furthermore, as in other applications, the use of new materials, must be considered also in a full system context covering sensors, front end

electronics, power distribution, control, and thermal/mechanical management. We envision research efforts which may encompass a number of these
in a coherent way.
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To be more specific, the following areas could form the initial basis for a research program, but we must remain open to new ideas and new directions
which may emerge in the future.

1.
Diamond: This has been an area of significant interest since the early 1990’s. The CERN based RD42 collaboration, with significant US participation,

has driven a steady improvement in the performance and capabilities of this material. For certain highly irradiated applications Diamond has been

shown to exceed the performance of today’s silicon pixel devices. But Diamond production capacity is still limited. The question for far future

applications is whether large scale practical fabrication is possible.

2.Large Band Gap Semiconductors: R&D has been ongoing to develop and demonstrate radiation sensitivity in a variety of these materials, including

SiC, GaN, and BN. Now, more than ever, there is commercial potential in the high-power and high-temperature electronics sector. This is driven by

growing markets including electric and hybrid vehicles, high efficiency batteries, solar power, long range drones, and electric trains or aircraft. If 15

years from now, sufficient industrial capacity and interest exists to serve the HEP market, that could be a significant new development.

3.Thin film materials: Thin films are attractive in part because they rely on techniques developed for consumer electronics, with a solid industrial

backing, and may eventually be cost effective. A number of semiconductor materials are available to construct thin, flexible detectors with integrated

electronics with pixel sizes on the order of a few microns. The sensors are very thin (5-50 microns), they allow integration of electronics with minimal

radiation length. They might be used to create flexible trackers (e.g. cylindrical sensor-electronics unit). A systematic R&D would include an

evaluation of best choice materials and processes, system issues, and radiation damage. Synergies may exist with certain large band gap materials,

diamond, and germanium, which can be deposited. Similarly, new emerging nanomaterials and organics, or novel photonic materials may be

relevant as well.

4.Nanotechnology: Long an emerging technology, and widely discussed as a basis for a new generation of active devices, there may be applications

in radiation detection and signal transmission. Areas of interest include graphene and its application, organic semiconductors, and nanotube active

devices and conductors.

5.3D-fabricated silicon sensors and other alternative processes involving MEMs: The 3D configuration was a breakthrough for silicon sensors and

has also been demonstrated for Diamond sensors. Might this concept, or other variants, still to be found, applied to any of the materials discussed

above, be a new breakthrough for large scale application?

6.Exploratory studies in emerging materials and technologies.



PRD3:Realize scalable, irreducible-mass trackers

• Driven initially by lepton collider requirements of mass reduction and resolution, but 
applies to others as well

• Irreducible means dominated by the mass of the sensor itself, which has also been 
minimized to the extent possible

• Extensive reliance on commercial components leading to cost and schedule reductions 
(MAPS…etc).

• Three thrusts

• Highly integrated monolithic, active sensors

• Scaling of low-mass detector systems: integrated services, power management, 
cooling, data flow, and multiplexing

• Systems for special applications: space-based tracking detectors, dedicated searches 
for rare processes
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PRD3: Realize scalable ``irreducible mass" trackers: The specific characteristics of a future linear or circular lepton collider suggest that dramatic reductions in detector

mass may be required, as well as reduced pixel geometry. Aspects of this have been discussed for over ten years already and include pulsed power, gas cooling, and thinned

monolithic sensors. As ultimately realized, this could represent a true mass-minimized, or “irreducible mass tracker," namely, a tracker whose mass budget is reduced to the

active mass of the sensor, optimized for high resolution. Such a development would rely, more extensively than in the past, on commercial fabrication, and might lead to

significant cost reductions and accelerated fabrication schedules. This approach, while primarily targeting lepton and heavy ion machines, would also benefit a hadron
collider detector, if sufficiently fast and radiation hard.

These considerations lead to the following thrusts:

1.Highly integrated monolithic, active sensors

2.Scaling of low-mass detector systems: integrated services, power management, cooling, data flow, and multiplexing

3.Systems for special applications: space-based tracking detectors

Progress on the first thrust is very topical. In recent years, a new generation of monolithic active pixel devices has been proposed and prototyped. These can be fabricated in

certain commercially available CMOS processes. Indeed, they have been successfully deployed, as first generation devices, already in the STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker at the

BNL RHIC facility and are in fabrication for the ALICE ITS system for use in heavy ion collisions at the LHC. ALICE employs 10 m2 of industrially thinned sensors, comprised

of 24,000 MAPS chips with 12.5 Gpixels. This shows that large scale production of “irreducible mass trackers" is possible. Second generation monolithic active pixel

sensors are also an area of vigorous research. Initially, by relying on charge collection by diffusion, they were not applicable to high luminosity hadron colliders. More

recently, architectures based upon high voltage or high resistivity commercial CMOS have been utilized. The resulting devices already meet specifications for the outer radii
at the HL-LHC.

A full scale mass minimized tracker would be a significant step beyond the current examples. In any case, these developments are strongly coupled to evolving commercial

IC process and their continued availability. It is critical that the community continues a vigorous program in MAPS, and related mass-minimizing technologies, going

forward. While the ALICE development is tremendously impressive, the HEP community needs to demonstrate even more demanding applications of mass-minimized
detector systems in running experiments before a system of several hundred square meters could be built.

Beyond the demonstration of a minimal-mass active sensor, the second thrust addresses the remainder of the system. A substantial component of the material budget of

current tracking detectors is in services, such as cables, data and power transmission, cooling and the support structure. Together with the minimization of the material in the

sensors and front-end electronics, it is crucial to reduce the mass of all these components. In some cases this is only achievable by developing transformative technologies,
for example embedded 3D micro-channels for cooling and data transmission into the support structure, and wireless power and data transmission.



Other Considerations

• New or transformative technologies are usually introduced with a staged 
approach

• Need opportunities to scale up through demonstration/pilot projects and 
several generations of experiments

• Infrastructure and engineering
• Examples: Irradiation, silicon facilities, EE and ME teams, composite fabrication 

facilities, test beams

• Much of this exists today and has been built up over the past 25 years

• Must be sustained and modernized

• Like an accelerator…these are “national” facilities serving our broad collaborations
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1212

Higgs and Energy Frontier Timeline

2020 2025 2030 2035 2040

HL-LHC operations (inner detector replacement)

High precision, particle flow calorimeter for e+e-

ASICs PhotoDetectors

100 TeV pp collider operations

e+e- collider operations  ( 90 GeV - 3 TeV )

Quantum Sensors Noble Liquids Calorimetry SS and Tracking TDAQ

2045

High precision, radiation hard 5D calorimeter for hh colliders

2050

Realize scalable, irreducible-mass trackers

Adapt new materials and fabrication/integration techniques for particle tracking

Develop high spatial resolution pixel 
detectors with per-pixel fast timing 

Radiation hardness up to 1018 neq/cm2

PRD17: Develop models, standard cell libraries, and demonstrators for extreme rate and radiation 
(TID>1Grad), Investigate emerging design and verification methodologies, Investigate CMOS with 
integrated photonics nodes.
PRD18: Create building blocks for Systems-On-Chip for extreme environments


